
 

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN FRANCE? 
It’s now been one year since the Cultural Club of the French Lebanese Youth (Club Culturel de la Jeunesse Franco Libanaise, 
CCJFL) is leading its way through the Lebanese people in France. The association aims to preserve and disseminate the 
Lebanese culture through the new Lebanese generation in France by organizing cultural & professional events, debates. 
The team, counting 13 young members has been achieving some major events regarding employment and startups running 
by inviting famous Lebanese people to discuss those topics through conferences. 
 

 

MISS LEBANON EMIGRANTS 2016 
Over the past few weeks, various WLCU Chapters around the world have been 
electing a queen to represent their host country in Lebanon and compete for the 
grand title of Miss Lebanese Emigrants 2016. Queens from around the world will 
be meeting in the motherland for 10 days to discover its cultural beauty and rich 
heritage while forging friendships of a lifetime.  
The journey will end on Saturday, August 13 in Dhour Shweir where the new 
Miss Lebanese Emigrants will be crowned and become the ambassador of unity 
and peace for Lebanon. This event, hosted by the municipality of Dhour Shweir in 
collaboration with the WLCU will also honor all Lebanese emigrants to maintain 
national linkages between the young generation of emigrants and their 
homeland roots. The full show will be played the following weeks on MTV 
Lebanon 

During last May the young team put its effort to 
draw French Lebanese people’s attention on ecology 
& environment. After a meeting with Paul C. Abi 
Rached (Lebanon Eco Movement) and the CCJFL’s 
mention in French Lebanese newspaper l’Orient-Le 
Jour, the association invited Ibrahim El Ali (Bluegreen 
Liban) to lecture a conference about the 
environmental potential in Lebanon. The debate was 
a success for our young members and they are 
planning many more enriching events 

 
UNITY FOR LEBANON 
Eight youth groups from all around the world celebrated a Lebanese-
themed party during the first week of June, where Lebanese food, 
arguileh and dabke were a must! During the event organized by the 
WLCU Youth Council and youth groups from Argentina, Canada, 
Chile, Colombia, France, Mexico, Uruguay and United States, social 
bonds were strengthened and the WLCU Youth Council’s projects for 
the 2016-2018 period were shared with the attendees. 
This was the first of many worldwide events organized by the Youth 
Council in coordination with its Youth groups, and it was a great 
success! The Youth Council would like to thank the Chapters for 
participating in this wonderful event, and hope that many more 
Youth groups will join for future events! 
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If you want to tell us about 
your local activities or even 
write an article, please contact 
Jose Bassila at: 
youth.culture@wlcu.com 

Miss Lebanon Emigrant USA  
Winner and Runner Ups 

Members of CCJFL  

Members of JUCOLI (Colombia) during the June Event  


